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Abstract 
Kobayashi, S. and M. Tatsuta, Realizability interpretation of generalized inductive definitions, 
Theoretical Computer Science 131 (1994) 121-138. 
Generalized inductive definitions give a way of defining a predicate as the least solution P of the 
equation P-A [P] where a predicate variable P may occur in a formula A[P] positively. This paper 
gives a q-realizability interpretation of generalized inductive definitions and proves the soundness of 
the interpretation. 
1. Introduction 
We study q-realizability of generalized inductive definitions to give a logical system 
in which we can formalize properties of programs by using generalized inductive 
definitions and extract a program from a constructive proof by q-realizability. This 
paper presents an improved version of the main result of [lo]. 
In recent years, the idea of “proof-as-program” has drawn much attention in the 
area of computer science [2,8]. The key of the idea is to make use of the existence 
property of a constructive formal system to produce programs. The existence property 
holds for a constructive formal system. When we prove an existence theorem 
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constructively, by the existence property, we can extract a program from the proof 
which computes the solution. 
Various metamathematical devices can be used to extract programs. One possibil- 
ity is to use a q-realizability interpretation or its variants. Actually, Hayashi and 
Nakano [7] adopted a variant of Grayson-type q-realizability in their system PX to 
extract a LISP program. Another possibility is to work in constructive type theories 
c4,91. 
We use realizability to extract programs from constructive proofs. 
The inductive definition principle of predicates (or sets) is significant in computer 
science for the following reasons. Firstly, as is shown by the studies in logic program- 
ming and program specification, inductive definitions of predicates by Prolog-like 
Horn clauses are very useful in program specification. The generalized inductive 
definitions include the inductive definitions by Horn clauses. Secondly, many import- 
ant data types such as integers, lists, trees, etc., are inductively defined. Thirdly, as 
Hayashi and Nakano [7] pointed out, inductive definitions play essentially important 
roles in extraction of efficient programs from constructive proofs. 
For these reasons, logical systems to formalize properties of programs such as 
program extraction systems should admit a sufficiently broad class of inductive 
definitions. 
Feferman [.5,6] introduced the constructive theory T, of functions and classes, and 
defined some forms of realizability for it. T,, has axioms for accessibility inductive 
definition of classes. Buchholz [3] deals with recursive r-realizability for strictly 
positive ID:, which is a theory of v-times iterated strictly positive inductive defini- 
tions. In Hayashi and Nakano’s PX [7], the inductive definition principle called CIG 
(conditional inductive generation) is available. Operator forms of CIG are restricted 
to positive rank 0 forms. (Roughly speaking, “rank 0” means “Harrop”.) 
Tatsuta [lo] deals with a more general case than these works. In his system, an 
inductive operator form A[X] must be positive and must satisfy the following side 
condition: every occurrence of X in A [X] must be either strictly positive or contained 
in a Harrop subformula of A [X]. He defined the q-realizability interpretation for this 
class of inductive definitions and proved its soundness. The disadvantage of the work 
is that the side condition seems quite artificial. 
This paper is based on [lo] and improves the theoretical results given in [lo]. In 
this paper, we define a q-realizability interpretation of arbitrary positive inductive 
definitions (with no side conditions) and prove the soundness of the interpretation. We 
show that the artificial side condition given in [lo] is superfluous and can be removed. 
By the improved result given by this paper, our system can use nonstrictly positive 
inductive definitions, which the system given in [lo] cannot cover. Therefore our 
system can be used to extract programs which treat nonstrictly-positive inductive 
datatypes. In particular, our system can formalize continuations, whose datatype cant 
is given by cant= 1 +((cont+a)+cx). 
Higher-order codings of higher-order systems such as the second-order predicate 
logic PA2 also give the generalized inductive definitions. By the well-known fact, 
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q-realizability for the system PA2 gives monotone inductive definitions. We do not 
choose the framework of higher-order codings for the following reasons. Firstly, those 
systems which have the facility of higher-order codings are impredicative and too 
strong to be used in program extraction. Secondly, induction schemata given by 
higher-order codings do not give loop structures to programs since (e q p)++(e q A [p]) 
does not hold where p=pX.A[X]. 
The definition of our realizability is essentially due to Tatsuta [lo]. The key lemma 
and the main result were proved by Kobayashi. 
Section 2 presents the theory EON+p. Section 3 defines the q-realizability inter- 
pretation for EON + p. Section 4 proves the soundness theorem of the interpretation. 
2. Language and axioms of EON+p 
In this section, we introduce the formal system EON+p, which is a theory of 
finitely iterated inductive definitions. This system is an extension of Beeson’s formal 
system EON [l]. To keep the argument as abstract as possible, we chose EON as the 
base theory rather than Heyting’s arithmetic. Our system is also an extension of the 
original version of EON+p described in Tatsuta [lo]. 
2.1. Language. (1) Constant symbols: k, s, p, po, pl, 0, sN, pN and d. 
(2) Function symbol: Ap. 
(3) Predicate symbols: I, 1, N and =. 
(4) Predicate variables: P, Q, . . . . Each predicate variable has its arity. An arity is 
a nonnegative integer. For each nonnegative integer n, we have countably many 
predicate variables of arity n. 
We use combinators as the target programming language. k and s are usual basic 
combinators. We have pairs as primitive by p,po ad p1 which correspond to cons, 
car and cdr in LISP respectively. We have natural numbers as primitive by the zero 
0, the successor sN and the predecessor pN. d is a combinator judging the equality of 
natural numbers and corresponds to an if-then-else statement in usual programming 
languages. Ap means the functional application. I means the contradiction. a 1 means 
that a term a has a value. N(a) means that a term a is a natural number. a = b means 
that a term a is equal to a term b. A predicate variable is quantified only by 
a p constructor and is not quantified by V and 3. 
2.2. Definition (Term). (1) Variables and constants are terms. 
(2) If t and s are terms, then Ap(t,s) is a term. 
We write ts instead of Ap(t,s). pts is usually written as (t, s). 
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2.3. Definition (E-formula). We define E-formulae (“E” stands for “extended”) and 
their positive (negative) free predicate variables S, (A) (S_(A) resp.) simultaneously as 
follows. 
(1) J_ is an atomic E-formula. S+(_L)=S_(_L)=@. 
(2) t_l is an atomic E-formula if t is a term. S+(t~)=S_(tJ)=f,% 
(3) N(t) is an atomic E-formula if t is a term. S, (N(t))=% (N(t))=@ 
(4) t = s is an atomic E-formula if t and s are terms. 
S+(t=s)=S_(t=s)=0. 
(5) P(t) is an atomic E-formula if P is a predicate variable of arity n and t is a list of 
terms of length n. S+(P(S))={P}, S_(P(t))=@ 
(6) A &B is an E-formula if A and B are E-formulae. 
S+(A&B)=S+(A)US+(B), s~(A&B)=S_(A)US_(B). 
(7) A V B is an E-formula if A and B are E-formulae. 
S+(AVB)=S+(A)US+(B), S_(AVB)=S_(A)uS_(B). 
(8) A+B is an E-formula if A and B are E-formulae. 
S+(A+B)=S_(A)uS+(B), S_(A+B)=S+(A)uS_(B). 
(9) VxA(x) is an E-formula if x is a variable and A(x) is an E-formula. 
S+(~‘xA(x))=S+(A(x)), S_(VxA(x))=S_(A(x)). 
(10) 3x,4(x) is an E-formula if x is a variable and A(x) is an E-formula. 
S+(3xA(x))=S+(A(x)), S_(3xA(x))=S_(A(x)). 
(11) ((2). A)(t) is an E-formula if A is an E-formula, X is a list of variables of length 
n and t is a list of terms of length n. 
S+(((Z).A)(5))=S+(A), s_(((X).A)(t))=S_(A). 
(12) (pp. (2). A)( 7) is an E-formula if P is a predicate variable of arity n, X is a list of 
variables of length n,t is a list of terms of length n and P is not in S_(A). 
S+((P~.(~).‘U~))=S+(‘+{P~~ s_((pP.(X).A)(t))=S_(A). 
The intended meaning of pP. (2). A [P] is the least predicate P such that 
bqP@+A[P]). 
2.4. Notation. A symbol with an overbar denotes a list of expressions. For example, 
we often use t to denote a list of terms. tJ denotes tl 1 & . . . & t,l. 
We use the following abbreviations: 1 A denotes (A+ I) for an E-formula A. a # b 
denotes (a = b+ I) for terms a and b. 
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2.5. Definition. (1) P occurs freely in A if P is in S+ (A) or in S_ (A). 
(2) A free predicate variable P in A are bound by p in (pp. (2). A)(t). 
(3) P is positive (negative) in A if P is not in S_ (A) (S+(A), respectively). 
In the following, we consider only such E-formula A that S+ (A) n S_ (A) = 0. The set 
of free predicate variables FP V(A) of A is defined by FP V(A) = S + (A) u S _ (A). 
2.6. Definition (E-predicate). (1) Predicate symbols I, 1, N and = are E-predicates 
with arity 0, 1,1 and 2 respectively. 
(2) A predicate variable P with arity II is an E-predicate with arity n. 
(3) pP.(x).A is an E-predicate with arity n if (pP.(Z).A)(Z) is an E-formula and the 
length of x is n. 
(4) (Z).A is an E-predicate with arity n if A is an E-formula and the length of X is n. 
We write a&y(A) to denote the arity of E-predicate A. Free predicate variables 
FPV(F) of an E-predicate F are defined in the same way as an E-formula. 
2.7. Definition (Formula, predicate). A formula (predicate) is an E-formula (E-predi- 
cate, resp.) with no free occurrences of predicate variables. 
2.8. Definition (Substitution). Substitution of terms for variables is defined as usual. 
For terms t and u and a variable x, t [u/x] denotes a term obtained from t by replacing 
all the free occurrences of x by u. Substitution of predicates for predicate variables in 
a formula (or a predicate) is also defined as usual. For a formula A, a predicate 
variable P and a predicate F, Ap[F] denotes a formula obtained from A by replacing 
all the free occurrences of P by F. 
2.9. Logical rules and axioms. The underlying logic of our theory is Beeson’s formal 
system LPT (logic of partial terms). It is a variant of first order intuitionistic predicate 
calculus. The propositional axioms and rules of inference are as usual. 
The quanitifier axioms and rules are as follows. 
(Ql) B-rA 
B-tVxA 
(x not free in B), 
(42) L?k?f? 
3xA-+B 
(x not free in B), 
(Q3) VxA & t J + A [t/x], 
(Q4) Act/x] & tJ4xA. 
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The equality axioms are as follows: 
(El) x=x&(x=y*y=x), 
(E2) t-s&$(t)+W, 
(E3) t=s+t~&sl. 
Here t and s are terms, x and y are variables, and t= s is an abbreviation of 
tJVsJ-+t=s. 
The axioms of definedness are as follows. 
(Sl) 
(S2) 
(S3) 
(S4) 
(S5) 
(S6) 
xl (every variable x), 
cl (every constant symbol c), 
tsJ-+tJ &sl, 
N(O+tl, 
P(t)-tJ, 
(@.(x).A)(t)+tJ. 
In (S3) and (S4), t and s are terms. In (S5) and (S6), P is a predicate variable and 
a list of terms. 
For details, see Beeson [l, Ch. VI]. 
is 
2.10. Nonlogical axioms. Nonlogical axioms of our theory are those of Beeson’s 
EON, axioms of abstracts and axioms of inductive definitions stated below. 
Axioms of EON 
(EONl) k combinator: kxy = x. 
(EON2) s combinator: sxyz ‘v xz( yz) & sxy 1. 
(EON3) k#s. 
(EON4) Pairing: pxyl& pO(pxy) =x &pl (pxy) =y. 
(EON5), (EON6) Natural numbers: 
N(O)~Vx(N(x)~CN(S~(X))&p~(S~X)=X&S~X#01), 
vx(N(x)&x#O-tN(p,x)&S~(p~X)=X). 
(EON7), (EON8) Definition by integer cases: 
N(a)&N(b)&a=b-+d(a,b,x,y)=x, 
N(a)&N(b)&a#b-,d(a,b,x,y)=y. 
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(EON9) Induction for all formulae: 
443 &VW(x) & ~(X)~~(SNX))~‘JX(N(X)~~(X)). 
Axioms of abstracts 
(AlI ((x).A)(t)t*tJ & A[+]. 
Axioms of inductive dejinitions 
Let PP.(X). A[P] and C be predicates of the same arity. Let B=pP.(Z).A[P]. Then 
the following (Rl), (R2) are axioms: 
(Rl) ACW+B(x), 
(R2) V’x(A[C]+C(Z))+VZ(B(.+C(x)). 
The consistency of the theory can be proved in the same way as [lo] 
2.11. Lemma. Let BEpLP.(X).A[P], then we have V’x(B(++A[B]). 
This lemma is proved in [lo]. 
2.12. Bracket abstraction. A combinatory term 2 is defined for a A-term t in the 
following way. 
(1) X=x if x is a variable, 
(2) C=c if c is a constant, 
(3) St = 57, 
(4) 2x.x = skk, 
(5) E.x.y=ky if y is a variable and xfy, 
(6) E,x.c = kc if c is a constant, 
(7) Ax.st=s(ix.s)(Ax.t). 
In the sequel, a term t always denotes a combinatory term t except that a sub- 
stituted term u [t/x] denotes a combinatory term U[ T//x] for terms t, u and a variable x. 
Then 
Lx.tJ, (Ax.t)x=t 
hold for a variable x and a term t. 
2.13. The recursion theorem. Let u, E Ayx 1 . . . x,.f(yy)x,...x,andR,=AJu,u,.Then 
we have 
VfVxl ,..., x,(R,fx, . . . x,-IJ&Rnfxl...xn=f(R,f)xl...~I1). 
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Suppose f is a variable and t[f] is a term possibly containing f: We write /~,,Jt[f] 
for R,(AJt[f]). Then we have 
g=Pnf.~Cfl+~XI, . . ..Xn(SXI . ..x._,~&gxl . ..x.=t[g]x, . ..x.). 
Sometimes we omit the subscript n of ,u~J t. 
3. Realizability interpretation 
3.1. Definition (Extended q-realizability Interpretation). 
For an E-formula A, a fresh variable e, predicate variables P= Pi, . . . , P,,, predicates 
FEF,,...,F, and G=Gi,...,G, such that urity(Fi)=arity(Pi) and arity(Gi)= 
urity(Pi)+ 1, we define an E-formula 
e qAF; Cl A 
by induction on the construction of A. If n = 0, we write e q A for it. We abbreviate 
QPCF; (3 
as q’ and 
qp, Q [F, ff; G, 51 
- - 
as qh[H; 51. Generally, if q’ is an abbreviation of qp[F; G], then qb[H; J] is an 
abbreviation of qF,o[F, H; G, J]. In the following, we write Ap[F] for the result of 
simultaneous substitution of F for P in A. The definition is as follows. 
(1) eq’Pi(t)EGi(e,t). 
(2) e q’ A E e = 0 & A if A is an atomic E-formula which is not of the form Pi( 7). 
(3) eq’A&B=(p,eq’A)&(p,eq’B). 
(4) eq’AVB=N(pOe)&(pOe=O-+A,-[F]&(p,eq’A)) 
&(poe#O~B,CFI&(p,eq’B)). 
(5) eq’A+B-eJ&Vq(A,[F]&(qq’A)+(eqq’B)). 
(6) eq’VxA(x)=Vx(exq’ A(x)). 
(7) eq’3xA(x)~p,el&A(p,e),-CFI &(P~eq’4w9). 
(8) eq’((Y).A)(t)-((r,Z).(rq’A))(e,t). 
(9) es’(~Q.(~).~CQI)(~)-(~Q*.(e,~).(eqhC~~C~I;Q*l ACQl))kt), 
where B is pQ.(x). A [Q] and Q* is a fresh predicate variable whose arity is 
u&y(Q) + 1. 
It is easy to see that the above definition is well-defined. The point is that if Q is 
positive (negative) in A [Q], then Q* is positive (negative, resp.) in e qh[B, Q*] A [ P]. 
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3.2. Remark. The notation (e qp ,,.. P,[F1, . . . . F,; G1, . . . . G,] A) used in this paper 
differs slightly from the notation used in [lo]. The expression (e qp,,, P,[F1, 
G 1, . . . . F,,, G,] A) used in [lo] denotes the same formula as the expression 
(e qp,, ,p, [F,, . . . . F,; G1, . . . . G,] A) used in this paper. 
3.3. Lemma. (i) (Substitution Property) 
_ - 
Here F[y/x] is F,[y/x], . . ..F.,[y/x]. 
(ii) Suppose A is an E-formula and FPV(A) E {P}. Then the free predicate variables 
- - 
of e qp[ E C?] A are among those of F, G. 
(iii) Zf A is a formula, then eq A is also a formula. 
- - 
(iv) (eqp[F; G] A)-+el. 
These claims are proved in [lo] 
4. Soundness theorem 
Now we shall show the soundness of our q-realizability interpretation. The sound- 
ness for the axioms and rules of EON is proved in the same way as [l]. We prove that 
the axioms (Al), (Rl) and (R2) are realizable. 
4.1. Lemma. (,k.(O,r),lr.p,r) realizes the axiom (Al). 
This lemma is proved immediately by the definition of realizability. 
The following three lemmas are proved in [lo]. 
4.2. Lemma. Suppose VX(H1(X)+H2(X)). Then, 
(1) if P is positive in A[l?, P], we have 
(eqR,PC~,H1;~,J1 ACR,Pl) --) (eqR,PCF,Hz;G,J1 ACR,Pl), 
(2) if P is negative in A [I?, P], we have 
(eqR,PCF,Hz;G,J1 ACR,PlI + (eqR,t4F,H1;~,Jl ACti,Pl). 
4.3. Lemma. We have 
eq>[B; (e,T).eq’B(%)] A[R,P] = eq’A[I?,B], 
where q’ is an abbreviation of qR[F;G]. 
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4.4. Lemma. Let B=pP.(Z).A[P]. Then, 
- - 
(eqdF;GlW~)) - (eqd_F;GlACBI) 
holds. 
4.5. Corollary. 2x.x realizes the axiom (Rl) 
4.6. Definition. For an E-formula A, a predicate variable P and a term 1; we shall 
define a term 02~ as follows: 
(1) If A-P(C), then o~s=k.fS-. 
(2) If A is an atomic E-formula which is not of the form P(t), then a>/=Lr.r. 
(3) If A=A,&A,, then o~S=;lr.(a~l(p,r),o~~(p,r)). 
(4) If .4=A1VA,, then a>fE~r.(por,d(por)Oa>ja~~(p,r)). 
(5) If A=A1+A2, then ~PA’I_Ilrq.a~~(r(cr~fq)). 
(6) If A~tlxAi(x), then o$f-irx.a>,&,(rx). 
(7) If A~gxAi(x), then ~PA’/~~~r.(~~r,a~,~,~,,(p,r)). 
(8) If A((%).A,)(t), then o>S=kr.r. 
(9) If A-(pQ.(j).Ai[P,Q])(t), then a>f-gT, where g is defined as 
g-~L,+lg.~yr.o~;g(a~,~ r) and m is the length of j. 
Suppose that a subformula r q P(t) occurs in a formula eq A. Then we use a term 
02~ to replace t h e term r by the term f?r in a realizer e. A term 02f e means a term 
obtained from e by replacing all such r by ftr. 
Note that the following (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) FV(a ‘A.%FV(A)u{f}, 
(ii) (T ;t& = r~:;pf’~ and aj;;$,ol = 1~2ifp,~,~ for predicate variables Q and Q’, 
(iii) ~2 s 1. 
4.7. Key lemma. Let A [I?, P] be an E-formula with FPV(A)c {l?, P}. Let P’ be _ - 
a predicate variable with urity(P’)=urity(P) and F,G, H, J, J’ be predicates with 
arity(Fi)= urity(Ri), arity(G;i) = urity(Ri) + 1 (f or all i), urity(H) = urity(P), arity( J) = 
urity( J’) = arity( P) + 1. We abbreviate 
qR,P,P,CF,H,H; c, J, J’l 
us q’. Then, 
(I) if P is positive in A[R,P], we have 
and 
(II) if P is negative in A[l?,P], we have 
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Proof. We prove the following (I’) and (II’): 
(I’) If P is positive in A, we have 
Vf(VZVr(H(x)& J(r, Z)-J’(jG, 2)) 
+Vr(A[F,H]&(rq’A[R,P])-*a~frq’A[R,P’])) 
(II’) If P is negative in A, we have 
Vf(Q~Vr(H(~) & J(r, Z)+J’(fZr, 2)) 
-+Vr(A [F, H] & (r q’ A [R; P’])+o>fr q’ A [R, PI)). 
Then, (I) and (II) hold. We prove (I’) and (II’) simultaneously by induction on the 
complexity of A. 
Case 1. Assume A [J?, P] 3 P(7). We must show 
Vf(VzZVr(H(%)&J(r,Z)+J’(f.r,2)) 
~Vr(H(t)&J(r,t)~J’(a~‘r,t))). 
But this is trivial, for c2fr --f%-. 
Case 2. Assume A [R, P] is an atomic E-formula which is not of the form P(7). This 
case is also trivial, since P does not occur in A. 
Case 3. Assume A =A, &AZ. This case is easy and left to the reader. 
Case 4. Assume AZ Al V AZ. This case is also easy. 
Case 5. Assume A E A 1 [R, P] -+ A2 [I?, P]. 
Subcase (i): Assume P is positive in A. Then P is negative in Al and positive in At. 
Suppose VX Vr(H(%) & J(r, ++J’(jXr, 2)). By the induction hypothesis, 
V~(A,[~,H]&(~~‘A,[~,P’])+O~~~~~‘A~[~,P]), (1) 
Vr(A2 [F, H] & (r q’ A, [I?, P])+022sr q’ A2 [K, P’]). (2) 
Suppose 
A,C~,W-A~C~,~l (3) 
and 
(4) 
We must show that 
o>‘rq’(A,[l?, P’]+Az[R, P’]), 
that is, 
- _ 
Vq(A,CF,Hl&(qq’AlCR,P’l)~o, P*frq q' A,[Z?, P’]). 
Suppose 
Al CF,HI 
(5) 
(6) 
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and 
4q’&CR,~‘l. 
BY (I)> 
oyq q“4, [R, P]. 
Since (4) means 
Vu(A,CF;H]&(uq’A,[R,P]) 4 ruq’A,[R,P]), 
we have, from (6) and (8), 
r(dlsq) 9’ A2 CR PI. 
From (3) and (6), we get 
Mml. 
By (2), (9) and (lo), we have 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
a>i(r(a2fq)) q’ A, [R, P’]. 
But 02frq-&s(r(cr pA’,sq)). Hence we have got (5). 
Subcase (ii): The case that P is negative in A. This subcase is proved similarly to 
Subcase (i). 
Case 6. Assume A -VyAI( y). This case is easy. 
Case 7. Assume A = 3yA 1 ( y). This case is also easy. 
Case 8. Assume A-((?).A,)(?). This case is also easy. 
Case 9. Assume ArA[R,P]~(~Q.(y).A,[R,P,Q])(t). 
Subcase (i): Assume P is positive in A. Let 
KCR,Pl~~Q.(y).A1CR,P,Ql. 
Then, we have 
A[R,P]sK[CR,P](i) 
and 
KCF,Hl(y)ttA,CF,H,KCF,HIl. 
Let 
g-~m+lg.~yr.O~;g(a~~r), 
where m is the length of j. Recall that o?r=gZ Suppose 
V’xVr(H(i) &J(r, i)-J’(fir, 2)). 
We must show 
Vr(K[F,H](t)&(rq’K[R,P](t))+gtrq’K[R,P’](i)). 
(11) 
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More generally, we prove 
vrv’y~~C~,~l~~~~~rq’~C~,~l~y~~-t~~rq’~C~,~’l~~~~. 
This formula is equivalent to 
vrv.j((pQ*.(r,J).(r qbCKC~,ffl;Q*l ~~C~~P,Ql))(r~~) 
~(KCF,H1(4’)~L(gyr,~))), 
where 
L-~Q*.(r,y).(rqbCKCF,Hl;Q*l AICR,P’,Q1). 
To prove this formula using induction axiom (R2), we let 
M=(r,y).(KCF,Hl(y)~L(gyr,y)) 
and prove 
VrVj((r qhCKCF, HI; Ml AI CR, P, QIJ-M(r, j)) 
Now we assume 
rqhCKCF,Hl;Ml A,CR,P,Ql, 
KCE elm 
and prove 
L(gP, 9. 
By (1 l), we have 
~,CF,~,~C~,ml. 
By the induction hypothesis, 
A,CF;H,KCF,Hll&(rq’,CKCF,Hl;Ml AICR,P,Ql) 
+ a~,frqh[K[F,H];M] A,[I?,P’,Q]. 
Hence by (14) and (16), 
a>,frqb[K[?‘,H];h4] A,[l?,P’,Q]. 
Let 
q”=qh,e,[K[F;H],K[F,H];M,L]. 
Since Q’ is not free in AI [K, P’, Q], we have 
c’A.,fr q” A 1 [I?, P’, Q]. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
V’h(VyVr(K[F,H](y)&M(r,y)~l(hyr,y)) 
~V’u(A,[~,:,H,K[~,H]]&(uq”A,[~,P’,Q])~a%;huq”A,[~,P’,Q’])). 
Since VjVr( K [F, H](y) & M(r, j)+L(gjr, j)) holds, we have 
Vu(A,[~,H,K[~,H]]&(u q”A1[~,P’,Q])-w~;guq”A,[~,P’Q’]). 
Hence by (16) and (17), 
cj;g(a2,fr) q” AI [R, P’, Q’]. 
Since Q is not free in A, [I?, P’, Q’], 
a$;g(of;‘,/r) q&[K[F,H];L] AI [J?,P’, Q’]. 
Renaming Q’ to Q, 
o~;“(oZfr)qh[KIF,H];L] A,[l?,P’,Q]. 
By the definition of g, we have gjr N a$;g(a>lfr). Therefore, 
.G-qhCKCF,ffl;Ll AICR,P’,QI. 
By the axiom (Rl), 
Hence L(gjr, j). Thus we have derived (13). 
Subcase (ii): The case that P is negative in A,. This subcase is proved similarly to 
Subcase (i). 
This completes the proof. •I 
4.8. Corollary. (i) Zf P is positive in A[l?, P], we have 
Vf(V~(H(2)-+H’(.f))&V~Vr(H(x)& J(r,%)+J’(f%,Z)) 
- 
+Vr(A[F,H]&(rq”A[R,P])-+o, P,fr q”A[R, P’])), 
where q” is qR,P,Ps [ F, H, H’; (.?, J, J’]. That is, 
n~a~/q”(v~.(P(x)-tP’(x))~(A[R,P]~A[~,P’])). 
(ii) Let 
D=(r,X).(B(2)+fIr q C(X)). 
Zf P is positive in A[P], we have 
V’x(B(Z)-,C(.%))-+Vr(A[B] &(r qp[B;D] A[P])-a2fr q A[C]). 
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Proof. (i) Suppose VZ(H(Z)+H’(Z)). By the above lemma. 
V~(VxVr(H(x)&J(r,x)~J'(f~r,x))~Vr(A[F,H]&(rq'A[R,P]) 
+a>/r q’A[R,P’])), 
where q’ is qR,r,r,[F, H; c,J,J’]. Since P’ does not occur in A[R, P], 
(rq’A[R,P]) c+ (rq”A[R,P]). 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.2, 
(a>sr q’A[R,P’])+a2Sr q”A[R,P’]. 
Hence (i) holds. 
(ii) Suppose VT(B(%)-+C(x)). Let 
s”=qp,p,CB,C;D,(r,x).(rqC(x))l. 
BY (i), 
Since VZVr(B(Z) & D(r, %)-tfZr q C(X)) holds, we have 
Vr(A[B] &(r q”A[P])+o2’r q”A[P’]). 
Since P’ is not free in A [P] and P is not free in A[P’], 
Vr(A[B]&(rq,[B;D] A[P])-cr>Srqp,[C;(r,X).(rqC(Z))]A[P’]). 
By Lemma 4.3, 
Vr(A[B]&(rqr[B;D] A[P])+o2’rqA[C]). 0 
Now let us construct a realizer of the induction axiom (R2). 
4.9. Theorem. Let B =pP.(Z).A [P]. Then 
Aq.pf.&ir.qZ(o~“r) q (V’x(A[C]-+C(x))-+V’x(B(Z)+C(x))) 
holds. 
Proof. Suppose 
vx(A[C]+C(x)) (18) 
(19) 
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Let f=pf.&.qx(a2fr). We show that 
Vr,x(B(x)&(rqB(x))~~xrqC(x))&V’x(fxl). 
VZ($?J) is trivial. The remaining part is equivalent to 
vr,x((/P*.(r,x).(r qp[B;P*] A[P]))(x,.%) + (B(x)+r qC(X))). 
So, by (R2), it is sufficient to prove that 
kqJB;W ACpl)+W,.f) 
where D =(r, X).(B(.%)--+fZr q C(X)). Suppose 
(rqpCRD1 ACPI)&Wf). 
Then, since B(,++A[B], we get A [B]. From (18) and (R2) we have 
(20) 
(21) 
v.f[B(x)4T(x)). (22) 
By Corollary 4.8 (ii), we have crA ‘vfr q A [Cl. Since P is positive in A [PI, (22) implies 
A[B]+A[C]. So we have A[C]. Then, by (19), #(aA ‘*lr) q C(X). By the definition of 
f; f%r 2: qX(oA ‘s/r) holds. Therefore we get f%r q C(X). Thus we have (21). Then the 
theorem holds. 0 
4.10. Theorem (Soundness of realizability). If EON + p FA holds, then we can get 
a term e effectively from the proof and EON+p Fe q A holds. 
Proof. The soundness for the axioms and rules of EON is proved in [l]. 
The axiom (Al) is realized by Lemma 4.1. The axiom (Rl) is realized by Corollary 
4.5. The axiom (R2) is realized by Theorem 4.9. 0 
This theorem improves the result of [lo]. In [lo], the system can only use 
pP.X. A[ P] under the following conditions: each occurrence of a predicate variable 
P in an E-formula A [P] must be (1) positive and (2) either strictly positive in A [P] or 
in some Harrop subformula of A[P]. On the other hand, in our system the condition 
(2) can be omitted and our system can use pP.X. A[ P] under the condition (1). In 
particular, our system covers nonstrictly positive inductive definitions, which the 
system in [lo] cannot cover. 
4.11. Corollary. (1) The term existence property holds for EON + p. That is, if 
EON + p I- 3x A(x) holds, we can get a term t efictiuely from the proof and EON + p 
k A(t) holds. 
(2) The disjunction property holds for EON + ,u. That is, $EON+ p k A V B holds, 
then EON + p F A holds or EON +p I- I3 holds. 
These claims are proved easily by using the soundness theorem. 
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4.12. Theorem (Program extraction). Suppose that EON+p F A(x)+ jx q A(x)). If 
EON+p F Vx(A(x)+3yB(x,y)) holds, we can get a term f efSectively from the proof 
and EON+p t Vx(A(x)-+jYxJ &B(x,fx)) holds. 
Proof. By the soundness theorem and EON+p F Vx(A(x)+3yB(x,y)), we can get 
a term e from the proof and EON+p t- (eqVx(A(x)-t3yB(x,y))) holds. Put 
f= p,,(ex( jx)). Then the claim holds. I7 
By the program extraction theorem, we can extract a program f from the construc- 
tive proof of the formula Vx(A(x)+jyB(x, y)) in EON+ p. 
Recently some meaningful examples of programs use nonstrictly positive inductive 
definitions. Hoffmann found an example of breadth first search of trees, which uses 
continuations. The type of continuations is given by a nonstrictly positive datatype 
cant, which is defined by cant =DIC of ((cont+x)-+cc). In our system, the predicate 
C(x) which states that x is a continuation can be described as follows: 
for some predicate A(x). 
When A(x) is not Harrop, the above inductive definition cannot be used in the 
system of [lo], but our system can use the above inductive definition. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we treated Kleene-style q-realizability. The results of this paper can be 
applied to Grayson-style q-realizability by small modification. The proof of the 
soundness theorem for Grayson-style realizability will be simpler than our proof for 
Kleene-style realizability. 
The results of this paper can be also applied to usual r-realizability by small 
modification. The soundness theorem for r-realizability will give fundamental tools to 
prove choice principles, consistency and conservative extension results in the area of 
mathematical logic. 
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